26/14 Okinja Road, Alexandra Headland
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Fabulous location. All offers will be presented.

High $500's

Amazing spacious and rare 2-bedroom apartment located in Alexandra Headland's Karmasea
Apartments.
Perfectly positioned and overlooking the lagoon and parkland of Nelson Park at Alexandra Headland.
Everyone wants in! These boutique Karmasea Apartments are in very high demand and only rarely
become available. Views that will never be built out, ocean views and literally seconds to get down to this
popular stretch of beach 80m away.
Call this home and you are able to take a short stroll along Alexandra Parade to the local eateries,
specialty stores and the now famous Alex Surf Club.
This incredible apartment is modern, and it is easy to see value in this spectacular property from the
moment you enter this exceptional residence with tiled floors, storage space, downlighting and premium
fixtures.
Feel the luxury, relax and enjoy the peace of the ocean and views from the spacious living areas,
balconies and master bedroom.
The centrally located kitchen area has neutral stone benches, stainless appliances, lots of spacious
drawers, a huge island bench and is adjacent to the dining and living zones.
Unit 26 incorporates 2 bedrooms, a main bathroom plus a master ensuite, plus a secured car location.
Key features include built in wardrobes, air conditioning, security entry, close to shops, close to transport,
beautiful gardens and relaxing private Pool area with handy gas BBQ, Broadband WIFI and Austar
satellite connectivity available, an in-house Fitness Centre, all in a non-smoking building.
Open by appointment.
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The above information has been furnished to us by the vendor of each property. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and have no belief one way or another in its accuracy. We do not
accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. all interested parties should make and rely upon their own enquires in order to determine whether or not this information is in
fact accurate.

